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Summary 

This report deals with some electrical and mechanical aspects of an antenna 

mount which may be used for any geostationary satellite, preferably operating 

at frequencies between 10 and 60 GHz. 

The report describes the requirements and conditions of such antenna systems 

and explains the severe requirements that result from the re-use of frequency 

principle at these frequencies. 

Some mechanical principles that have been introduced in the antenna mount are 

discussed. 

The mount is limited steerable with an azimuth ran~e of 20 degrees and an 

elevation range of 10 degrees. If observations of one satellite are finished 

it is possible by a very simple arrangement to let the an~enna point towards 

a different geostationary satellite. Coordinate transformations are given. 

Experiences are obtained being involved in ATS-6 millimeter experiment. From 

these experiences some proposals are made for further improvement of the 

antenna system. 
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1. Introduction 

Long distance line of sight communication is limited by the curvature of the 

earth and the height of the towers containing transmit and receive antennas. 

In the past systems have been developped using ionosphere and troposphere to 

make telecommunication beyond the horizon possible. Well known is ionospheric 

reflection between 2 and 30 MHz and troposcatter at frequencies from 500 -

10000 MHz. 

On August 12, 1960 a 100 foot diameter spherical balloon was placed in orbit 

around the earth by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 

to study the feasibility of providing long distance communication by means of 

reflecting from orbiting earth satellites. Since the launch of this Echo I 

satellite [1], this type of communication has developped tremendously. The 

Echo satellites have been followed by active satellites such as Telstar and 

Relay, all in an elliptical orbit around the earth. 

In 1963 the first geostationary satellite Syncom [2] was launched. A geostatio

nary satellite completes a 35,600 km altitude equatorial orbit in exactly 24 

hours. If such a satellite is moving in the direction of rotation of the earth 

it will remain stationary with respect to an arbitrary point of observation on 

the earth. The first geostationary 24 hour communication satellite appeared to 

be very attractive and was soon followed by Early Bird [3], being the first of 

the generations of Intelsat Satellites [4], four generations of which have now 

been launched. 

Some experimental geostationary satellites such as ATS-6, OTS and SIRIO are 

now available or will soon be available. One of the mean objects of these 

satellites is the investigation of frequency re-use above 10 GHz by polarisation 

diversity. For this reason both copolar and cross-polar signals have to be 

received and investigated under various weather circumstances. 

The first experimental geostationary satellite received at Eindhoven University 

of Technology at a frequency of 30 GHz showed little disturbances with regard 

to the geostationary orbit. These disturbances are sinusoidal both in the 

direction of the tangent and the normal to the equatorial plane. The resulting 

movement seen from Eindhoven are Lissajous figures [Fig. 1], slowly changing 

and drifting away. The area covered by this additional satellite movement was 

generally limited to 3 degrees in elevation and 2 degrees in azimuth. 

In general the daily movement of the satellite in elevation is larger than in 

azimuth direction. In the course of a few weeks the satellite drifts away a few 

• 
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degrees and has to be reset in its original position by command from earth 

regularly. It will be made clear in the next section that the beamwidth of the 

available antenna is much smaller than this area so that tracking the satellite 

is necessary. 

This report will deal with the design of an antenna mount which, together with 

a reflector antenna, is capable following every geostationary satellite in a 

limited area. For this purpose we will specify some important features of 

antenna and mount. [See also Photo I]. 

2. Requirements and conditions 

The pointing accuracy to be defined for a certain application is in close 

relationship with the antenna beamwidth. The beamwidth ~ is usually defined 

at the 3 dB points of the mean beam. A rule of thumb is the expression 

~ = 60 AID 

D being the aperture antenna. 

The antenna available at Eindhoven University is a 3 meter precision dish and 

is used at a frequency of 30 GHz (A = I cm) for the ATS-6 project; in that 

case ~ is about 0.2 degrees. 

The maximum of the copolar signal is found in the middle of the 3 dB points on 

the antenna axis. Generally it is acceptable that the mispointing is not more 

than 0.1 ~ which is 0.02 degrees in this example, resulting in a copolar signal 

decrease of not more than 0.1 dB. 

Because of re-use of frequency severe requirements with regard to the cross-pola

rised signal must be introduced. Generally, in symmetrical reflector antennas 

the cross polarised lobes have a maximum in planes at 45 0 to the principal plane 

[4, p. 423]. If the entire antenna system is well designed, the cross-polar 

pattern reaches a minimum on the antenna axis where the copolar signal has its 

maximum [Fig. 2]. 

The experience has learned that, to avoid an unwanted increase of the cross

polar reception due to mispointing, more severe requirements are necessary. To 

remain as close as possible to the cross-polar "dip" on axis, the pointing 

accuracy should be about ~/30 ~ 0.007 degrees for the 3 meter antenna at 30 

GHz. To fullfill this condition the antenna mount must be equipped with a very 

accurate read-out system both for azimuth and elevation movements. Small 
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corrections around a certain antenna pointing position should be possible 

thus requiring a very sensitive steering system. In such a system hysteresis 

should be minimised, which may be obtained by letting the friction between 

the movable parts to be very low. 

Measures have to be taken to prevent that the antenna weight or the wind pres

sure causes degradations in the order of 0.007 degrees. This may be obtained 

by an antenna mount fixed to a concrete pedestal. 

Backlash is not allowed at all. 

The range in which accurate antenna pointing is possible should be such that 

after an initial contact with the satellite has been established, all further 

individual small movements of the satellite may be followed. Further, arrange

ments should be available to change over from one geostationary satellite to 

the other. In Eindhoven, this movement has only to be made if the experiments 

with one satellite are finished and preparations have to be carried out to 

receive the next geostationary satellite e.g. from ATS-6 to OTS. 

The satellite ATS-6 moves only a few degrees per day; therefore, the speed of 

motions of the antenna may be very slow. 

3. Kinematic construction 

The mount is statically determined, this being an important constructive prin

ciple applied in the construction. It means that a line in space iB always de

fined by two points and a surface by three points. When four points are given 

to define a surface incompatible information may be introduced e.g. a chair 

with four legs on a smooth floor actually stands on three legs. When somebody 

wants to take place, the chair may be tilted from one leg to another. The plane 

containing the points of contact is not defined and deformation of the chair is 

possible. 

Another principle explains that the angular rigidity of a construction is pro

portional to the square of the radius to which the construction is attached. In 

Fig. 3 it is shown in which way a turning bar is attached to a spring at radius 

L and a second one at radius L/2. In the first case a force P will remove the 

tip of the bar over a distance x. However, when the spring is mounted at radius 

L/2, the force P at the tip acts as a force 2P in the middle of the bar and ex

tends a spring over a distance 2x. The tip of the bar will have a displacement 

of 4x. This proves that the angular rigidity is proportional to the square of 

the radius to which the spring is mounted. 
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It is clear that every metal part is in fact an eleatic element. Therefore, 

the former phylosophy is not only valid for springs, but in general for every 

attachement. It may be concluded that for accurate antenna pointing the 

reflector has to be supported by three very eccentric points, viz. located at 

the edge of the reflector. The same requirements are valid for fixing the 

complete mount to the ground. Besides stiffness of the construction, it is 

also advisable to mount the reflector on very eccentric points because a 

small rotation may cause a large displacement, e.g. an angle of 0.007 degrees 

may be obtained by displacing a point on a radius of 115 centimetres over a 

distance of 0.14 millimetre [Fig. 4]. 

This means that a rather inaccurate drive will be sufficient, providing that 

it is mounted on a large radius. A disadvantage is that the range of such a 

system is limited, but for the application with geostationary satellites only, 

this is no objection. 

A third principle is based on the fact that using a bar for bending or torsion 

is less efficient than using it for forces parallel to its axis. There is a 

maximum value for the stress in each part of the metal and its maximum value 

is reached in every part when stresses are imposed in the axial direction. For 

bending or torsion only half of the material is used. In mechanical engineering 

this problem is reduced by replacing the torsion bar by a hollow pipe and re

placing the massive bending beam by what is known as a H-proflie, in such a way 

that in both cases the unefficient central material is reduced. However, a 

better solution is a construction where only axial forces are used. This is 

obtained by using ball hinges at each end of the bars. These ball hinges can 

not conduct bending forces or torsion. In fact, this is ideal for constructing 

frame work. By dividing the frame in triangles, connected by ball hinges, all 

the acting forces can be resolved to axial forces along several bars. 

Using the three constructive principles explained above, there are still seVe

ral possibilities for the mount. The reflector needs two degrees of freedom 

for scanning purposes. Therefore, the first idea is to fix the reflector at 

three points by ball hinges: M, D and C. C and D are movable by lead screws CB 

and DA. At fixed lengths of both lead screws the reflector is fixed in the 

desired direction. 

In general a fixed body is restricted in six degrees of freedom (3 translations 

and 3 rotations). But the reflector body supported by point M and bars BC and 

AD has only 5 restrictions because M restricts the reflector in three trans

lations, and BC and AD each restrict the reflector only in one way (elongation 
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of BC and AD). Therefore, the reflector supported by point M and bars AD and 

BC is still movable. Hence, another bar is needed to restrict the final degree 

of freedom of the reflector. For this last bar two possibilities are interes

ting. 

The first solution is a bar between E and F, where E is exactly between C and 

D and where F is chosen in the CDM plane in such a way that the angle FME is 

900
• This configuration has orthogonal axes because elongation of both BC and 

AD means a rotation around axis FM and movements of points C and D a rotation 

around EM. BC and AD should be symmetrical for having the same relation between 

elongation of the lead screw and rotation of the antenna. A disadvantage of 

this system however is that 7 ball hinges are needed [Fig. 5]. 

Therefore, a simpler system is possible choosing the third har between Band 

D. This system only consists of 5 points. Figure 6 shows this final solution 

for the antenna mount, according the above mentioned constructive principles. 

The points A, B, C, D and M are all ball hinges. A, Band M are foundation 

points. The points C, D and M are connected to the parabolic reflector. 

Rotation of the antenna is possible by changing the length of the lead screws 

AD and BC. 

The geometric figure of the whole mount is also called tetrahedron. When lead 

screw AD becomes longer, the antenna will rotate around axis MB; when BC be

comes longer the axis will be MD. Hence the hinge lines MB and MD are formed 

by two points, the foundation plane ABM and the reflector plane CDM by three 

points. All forces exerted on the reflector are guided directly to the con

crete pedestal, therefore, if friction and backlash of this simple system are 

controlled, an adequate antenna mount is obtained. 

It is an advantage that the construction is mounted on the ground with only 

three points so that remounting and readjusting to receive a different geo

stationary satellite is rather simple. However, it is a disadvantage that the 

axes are not orthogonal, therefore, a computer is needed to steer the antenna 

in azimuth and elevation. 

4. Modification of the main pointing direction 

In the previous section it is explained that the mount has a small range. But 

sometimes the antenna will have to be pointed from one geostationary satellite 

to another. However, all geostationary satellites are moving on a big circle 

with the equator. Almost from every position on earth, except north and south 
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pole, we can see a part of this big circle. At the ground station in Eindhoven 

(51 0 27' north latitude and 50 30' east longitude) the equatorial orbit of all 

geostationary satellites can easily be computed. To determine the position of 

the ATS 6 satellite first the azimuth has to be calculated by means of Fig. 7. 

In Fig. 7, Eindhoven is indicated by B, the satellite by C, the equator by AC 

and the meridian by AB. 

Knowing the position of Eindhoven and also the subsatellite point, the azimuth 

angle ~ is easily to compute using spherical trigonometry. The position of 

Eindhoven is: 

51 0 27' north latitude = arc AS 

50 30' east longitude = arc AD 

The position of the subsatellite point is 00 north latitude • 

further 

and 

350 east longitude = arc DC 

o arc AC = 29 30' 

o angle BAC = 90 • 

The first cosine equation in triangle BAC now gives: 

COs 

cos 

cos 

BC = cos AC cos AB + sin AC sin AB cos BAC 

BC = cos AC cos AB + 0 

BC = 0.5424 ~ BC = 570 9' 

Using the cosine equation again we obtain but now for ~ ABC 

cos AC 

cos ~ = 

= cos Be cos AB + sin Be sin AB cos ~ 

cos AC - cos Be cos AS 
sin BC sin AS 

cos ~ z 0.8102, thus the azimuth angle ~ = 35.88. 

To calculate the elevation angle W, we draw a cross section over the earth, 

showing Eindhoven, the middle of the earth and the satellite (Fig. 8). Using 
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plane geometry we can calculate the elevation angle ~ as follows: 

In triangle MBS the cosine equation results in 

BS2 = MB2 + MS2 - 2MB.MS.cos 57 0 9' 

and MS2 = MB2 + BS2 - 2MB.BS.cos(900 + ~), 
where 

o _MS 2 + MB2 + BS2 
co s (90 + ~) = --':";""--;2""M"'B"'". "'B""S......;~ = -0. 422 , 

or cos(900 
+ ~) = -sin~, thus the elevation ~ = 24.99 degrees. 

A similar azimuth elevation calculation can be made up for any geostationary 

satellite seen from Eindhoven as shown below. Let us suppose that the sub

satellite point on the equator has a certain position east longitude which ..,e 

will 

Then 

call EL degrees. 
o arc AC = EL - 5 30'. 

Using the first cosine equation in triangle BAC we obtain results similar as 

before: 

cos BC = cos AC cos AB 

or cos BC = cos (EL - 50 30') o cos 51 27'. 

Using the cosine equation again gives: 

sin 51 0 27' cos (EL - 50 30') 
cos cJ> = --F===~=~=:::::l:::i:9===~==\ .. I 2 0, 2 o· 1 1 - cos 51 27 cos (EL - 5 30') 

or simpler, using decimal degrees: 

azimuth cJ> = arccos 
0.782065 cos (EL - 5.5) 

~ 2· 1-0.388375 cos (EL-5.5) 

A general equation giving the elevation at Eindhoven can also be found (Fig. 8). 

The cosine equation in triangle MBS (decimal degrees again) gives: 

BS2 = MB2 + MS2 - 2MB.MS.cos BC 

or BS2 = MB2 + MS2 - 2MB.MS.cos (EL - 5.5) cos 51.45. 

Further: 

or 

or 

Ms2 = MB2 + BS2 - 2MB.BS.cos(90 + ~) 

cos (90 + ~) = 
-MS 2 + MB2 + Bs2 

2 MB.BS 

cos (90 + ~) = -
,I, = MB - MS cos (EL - 5.5) cos 51.45 

sin 0/ BS 
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elevation * = arcsin ~2~67·=Z=9;:c=0=S==(E=L==-==5=.=5=)~-==6=.=3=7====
~1819.73 -333.89 cos (EL-5.5~ 

Calculating more of these points give enough data to construct the equatorial 

orbit as seen from Eindhoven (Fig. 9). The ATS-6 satellite is seen from 

Eindhoven at 35.88 degrees azimuth and 24.99 degrees elevation. Naturally, we 

also can indicate the azimuth angle from the north. In that case the azimuth 

angle would be 144.12 degrees. If the antenna, in a position to receive ATS-6, 

needs to point to a different geostationary satellite, the antenna pointing axis 

will have to move along the arc shown in Fig. 9. It can be realised by turning 

the whole mount around a polar axis, being an axis parallel to the axis of the 

earth. The Eindhoven mount is provided with such a polar axis. Two of the three 

frame points A and B of Fig. 6 are situated on a curved rail parallel with the 

equator. Remounting A and B on a different spot means rotating around that polar 

axis and thus scanning the equatorial orbit. We indicate the rotating around 

the polar axis by angle S. If S = 0 the antenna is pointing southwards; if S 
is positive the antenna looking eastwards and if S is negative the antenna 

looks to the west. Fig. 10 shows the Eindhoven antenna mount, the construction 

of Fig. 5 is easily recognised. The lead screws AD and BC are clearly noticed. 

Rotating around the polar axis only means displacing A and B, viz. A becomes to 

A* and B becomes B*. The constant parameters of the system are the angles £ and 

S. The angle S indicates the rotation around the polar axis and £ is a constant 

elevation angle in the frame work. These parameters are connected with the 

location of satellite and ground station. The variable parameters are the 

lengths of the two lead screws. The maximum variation of these parameters gives 

the antenna range. 

The position of the OTS satellite is 100 East. From the above it follows 

at Eindhoven the satellite is seen azimuth 

The position of the SIRIO satellite is 150 

elevation 280 48'. 

5. The coordinate transformation 

= 5.70 East and the elevation 

West, then azimuth is 25 0 12' West and 

All system lengths of the mount are equal: this means that A, B, C and D all 

have the same distance to point M and further that AB, BD and CD are also equal 

(Fig. 10). In this way a sphere is formed with centre M and the points A, B, C 

and D on the surface (Fig. II). 

Because the three points C, D and M form the reflector plane, this plane is seen 
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as a circle on the sphere mentioned above. On this sphere also a horizontal 

circle may be drawn. On this horizontal circle, north, south, east and west 

can be indicated. Because both circles, reflector circle and horizontal circle, 

have M for centre they intersect each other. Using the parameters ¢ and ~, 

the position of the reflector plane in relation to the horizontal plane can 

be described. The angle ~ between both planes indicates the elevation, ¢ is 

the arc between the reference east and the point of intersection of both 

circles and indicates the direction in which the antenna is pointing (azimuth). 

To obtain a relation between the two circles, the points A, B, C, D and point 

P where the polar axis intersects the surface of the sphere are drawn in Fig. 

12. The north of the horizontal circle is called R. The arc RP is 52 degrees. 

Because in the antenna construction A and B are situated on a circle around 

the polar axis the distance AP is equal to BP. If the antenna is pointing south

wards, A and B are symmetrical to the line PR, point N lies on PR and arc NR 

is equal to £ (Fig. 10). Thus PN is (52-£) degrees. 

In Fig. 12 the antenna is not pointing southwards, but rotated over an angle S 
around the polar axis. Therefore, the points A, B, C and D are displaced. 

Because the lengths AB, BD and CD are equal to the radius of the sphere, the 
o arcs AB, BD and CD are all 60 degrees. AN = BN = 30 . Arc K and arc L belong 

to the right and left lead screw. 

In appendix I the parameter ~, indicating elevation, is expressed in the 

variables £, S, arc L and arc K. The parameters £ and S have a permanent 

character and can be fixed, £ is 17 degrees and when the antenna is pointing 

to ATS-6, S amounts 27 degrees. 

With fixed £ and S the azimuth ¢ and elevation ~ of the antenna are easy to 

find. In Fig. 13 we See the relation between the angle ~ and the elevation 
o angle ~: ~ = 90 -~, thus sin~ = cos~. 

The azimuth can be found as follows: point R in Fig. 12 indicates precisely 

the north. As QR amounts 90 degrees, the antenna is pointing southwards. When 

QR < 90 degrees the antenna is rotated ¢ degrees to the east. ¢ = 90
0 

- QR 

(Fig. 13). The second cosine equation applied in ~ QRZ gives QR: 

~s ~ = - cos~ cosp + sin~ sinp cosQR 

p = 900 
+ coss = sin~ QR cos~ cos cos QR = --.--

s1n~ 
The screw actuators K and L vary between 80 and 100 centimetres. All other 

system lengths are 133 centimetres. 

In this way the minimum and maximum value of arc Land K may be calculated 

(Fig. 15). 
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Kmax = Lmax = 100 em. 

arc Kmax = 2].1; . 50 0 
].I = arCS1n --- + ].I = 22.08 • \33 

Thus: arc Lmax = arc Kmax = 44.16480 

arc Lmin = arc Kmin= 0 35.0055 • 

After substitution these values in the coordinate transformation we find: 

B = 27
0 

£ = 17
0 

i3 = 0 

q, = Kmax} 
Lmax ¢ = 

LmaX} 
Kmin 

£ = 170 

Lmax 

Kmax 

LmaX} 
Kmin 

q, 

¢ = 

q, = 

¢ = 

36,53 degrees 

20,83 degrees 

26,43 degrees 

26,44 degrees 

8,25 degrees 

27,17 degrees 

-3,71 

29,72 

degrees 

degrees 

Lmin } <p = 

Kmax ¢ = 

Lmin} q, = 

Kmax ¢ = 

36,01 degrees 

29,25 degrees 

44,97 degrees 

22,05 degrees 

4,77 degrees 

35,07 degrees 

16,47 degrees 

30,55 degrees 

It is significant that when B = a the antenna is not exactly pointing south

wards. The reason is the asymmetry of the antenna configuration. The diagonal 

rotates the antenna a little to the east. 

Fig. 16 shows a picture of the sky looking southwards. The antenna describes 

a diamond shaped figure of about 10 degrees elevation and 20 degrees azimuth. 

The ATS-6 track is drawn as a little dash at q, = 360 and ¢ = 25 0
• 

Photograph 3 shows the entire steering mechanism and also the curved mounting 

rail. 

6. The ideal mount 

The mount has some disadvantages. First the axes are not orthogonal, a very 

complex coordinate transformation being the result. Second the polarisation 

has to be adjusted continuously. 

The reason is that the concept of the mount was only made for following a 

satellite in the two dimensional azimuth-elevation space. Therefore, two 

degrees of freedom were built in, guided by two stepping motors. Afterwards 

the third degree of freedom, the polarisation adjustment provision, was needed. 
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This would not have been necessary, if the main axis of the mount was directed 

parallel to the polarisation direction. As the signal is polarised linear 

north-south a polar axis would be desirable. This means an axis parallel to 

the axis of the earth. Further it is difficult to measure the radiation pattern 

of the antenna because rotation of the antenna to the desired direction must be 

carried out by steering the two stepping motors at the same time. It would be 

ideal if the two axes of the mount were parallel with the copolar and cross

polar direction in the aperture plane. In that case only one single stepping 

motor would be needed to measure the radiation pattern. 

It is possible to avoid these disadvantages. In Fig. 17 the first drawing shows 

the mount suggested in Fig. 6 being the actual mount located in Eindhoven. The 

mean axis, connected to the earth, is MA. Displacing the entire mount will make 

MA a polar axis. This is shown in Fig. 17.2. 

To obtain an orthogonal mount the second axis MC has to be perpendicular to the 

main axis MA. Therefore, the length of bar AC has to be changed, shown in Fig. 

17.3. This picture shows the ideal mount: the main axis MA is parallel to the 

axis of the earth, the second axis MC is perpendicular to the main axis giving 

an orthogonal system. Elongation of screw actuator AD gives a rotation around 

axis MC and elongation of lead screw BC gives a rotation around MA. 

This means that there is one stepping motor for rotation around each axis; the 

MA axis is identical with the copolar direction and the Me axis is identical 

with the cross polar direction. This means that no third degree of freedom, 

rotating the feed horn, is needed. Moving the lead screws separately is sufficient. 

This mount has global coordinates so that tracking is possible knowing the 

global position of the satellite. 

Further the small range of the antenna would fit very well the equatorial orbit. 

The rims of the reach are parallel and perpendicular to the orbit as is shown in 

Fig. 18. 

Displacing the reach would be possible by remounting point B in Fig. 17.3 on a 

circle around the polar line AM. 

7. Specifications and technical data 

1. Drive 

Antenna positioning by means of two lead screws. These are driven by stepping 

motors of manufacture: Superior Electric; type HS 50 L-1011; 200 steps per 

revolution. Torque: 21.6 kg.cm. at 150 steps per second. 
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2. Position indication 

Position indication by means of absolute encoders of manufacture: Moor Reed, 

type 23 DD 167 with a range of 50 turns; 400 steps per revolution. These en

coders are connected to the lead screws. The score is shown by a LED display 

on the control board. The transmission provides that the total acting lead 

screw length is proportional to one complete encoder reach. 

3. Manual operation 

Number of steps adjustable between -9999 and +9999 by means of 5 thumb wheel 

switches per motor. Positioning begins after pressing the "start" button that 

switches both stepping motors. 

4. Tracking 

Program tracking by means of Tally PR 2000 - tape reader 

- Number of steps per motor 0 until 9999 (ASCII-code) 

- Direction A (reverse) or V (ahead) (ASCII-code) 

- Positioning begins automatically by a start command at the end of the read-in 

cycle 

Read-in velocity is limited by a tape reader and amounts maximally 300 signs 

per second 

- Time interval between read-in-cycles adjustable on I, 2, 5, 10 or 20 minutes 

(derived from power supply frequency). 

5. Lead screws 

Specifications of the lead screw construction: 

I. The steering system is accurate up to wind velocities of about 20 metres per 

second. The entire construction has proved to be resistent against heavy storm. 

2. Accur acy • 

One revolution of the stepping motor gives I millimetre displacement of the 

lead screw. At the fixed size of the system this is proportional to a rotation 

of about 0.05 degrees. This is subdivided into 200 steps. Hysteresis amounts 

0.002 degrees. 

3. Read out accuracy is also 0.002 degrees. 

4. Total range: elevation - 10 degrees azimuth - 20 degrees (Fig. II). 
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5. Velocity for the entire range of one lead screw: 4.5 minutes. 

6. General 

The steering electronics mostly consists of C-Mos digital integrated circuits; 

Manufacture: National Semiconductor. On locations where larger currents are 

required (motor drive, LED-drivers) Teledyne HiNiL has been used. The input and 

output circuits regarding the tape readers and computer steering, are provided 

with level adaptation: TTL - C - Mos and reverse. 

The antenna mount consists of three parts: 

I. A concrete pedestal and attached to it a circular mounting rail and a 

mounting plate for a ball hinge. 

In other constructions also a simpler pedestal could be made by simple 

little walls. This is probably cheeper and more suitable for roof mounting. 

The redestal has to be lined out in the direction North-South. 

2. The two lead screws construction and five ball hinges. All have an anti

backlash provision. 

3. A triangular subframe for mounting the parabolic reflector. It will be 

possible to turn and exchange reflectors in one hour and with some adapt ion 

more types of reflectors are applicable. Reflector diameter about 3 metres. 
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Appendix I Transformation calculations 

Here the parameter ~, indicating the elevation, will be expressed in the 

variables s, S, arc L and· arc K. Therefore, we apply some simple equations 

from the spherical and plane trigonometry such as: 

Spherical trigonometry 

first cosine equation: cos a = cos b cos c + sin b sin c cos ~ 

second cosine equation: cos ~ = -cos S cos y + sin S sin y cos a 

sin equation: 
sin a 
sin a = 

sin b 
sin S 

General trigonometry equations: 

sin (~~S) = sin ~ cosS ~ cos~ sinS 

cos (~~S) cos~ cosS + sin~ sinS 

Known PR = 520 

AB = BD = CD 60
0 

PN 0 52 - s 

AN = NB = 30
0 

= 
sin c 
sin y 

In triangle NPT (Fig. 12) the second cosine 

cosx = -cosS cosv + sinS sinv cosPN 

cosx = -cosS 0 + sinS .1. cos(52-s) 

sinS cos(52-s) 

(I) + sinX = FOS2X =~ l-sin2S cos 2(52-s) 

Second cosine equation in triangle NPT: 

cosv = -cosX cosS + sinX sinS cosPT 

cos(52-s) sinS cosS 

equation 

cosx cosS cosPT = ='"","-~::':;':,* 
sinX sinS 

cosPT = cos(52-r;) 

...JI-sin2S 

sinS ...J1-sin2S cos 2 (52-s) 

cosS 

cos 2 (52-s) 

sinPT = ~1-cos2pT = sin(52-s) 

1\/1-sin2S cos 2(52-s) 

gives: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) . 

(4) 
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TR = PR - PT = 52° - PT 

sin ~R = sin(52° - PT) = sin 52 cos PT - cos 52.sin PT 

sin TR sin 52° cosB.cos(52-E) cos 52 sin(52-E) = 

~I - sin2S cos 2(52-E) ~1-sin2S cos 2(52-E) 

sin TR sin 52° cosS cos (52-E) - cos 520sin(52-E) 

~1-sin2S cos 2(52-E) 

check: if S 

cos. (PR-PT) 

o -+ TR = sin E. 

cos 52° cosPT + sin 52° sinPT 

cos TR cos 52° cos(52-E).cosS + sin 52 sin(52-E) 

~ I - sin2S cos 2 (52-E) 

In ~ NPT second cosine equation: 

cos.S = -cosx cosV + sinx sinv cosTN 

cosS 
cosTN = sinX = 

~I 
cosS 

- sin2S cos 2(52-E) 

sinTN = ~I - cos2TN = 
sin2S cos 2(52-E) 

sinTN 

sinTN 

= ~ sin
2
S + cos 2S - sin2S cos 2 (52-E) - cos 2S 

I - sin2 S cos 2 (52-E) 

sinS. sin(52-E) 

~I - sin2S cos 2(52-E) 

sinTB = sin(TN+NB) = sinTN cos300 + cosTN.sin300. 

sinTB 

sinTB 

= ..Jl sinS. sin(52-E) 

2.~ I - sin2S cos 2(52-E) 

= £ sinS sin(52-E) + cosS 

2~1 - sin2 S cos 2(52-E) 

cosTB = cos(TN+NB) = cosTN.cos300 - sinTN sin300. 

sinS.sin(52-E) 

cos 2S 

cosTB = __ ~==~:3==C~0=S==S==~==~ 
2 ~I - sin2S cos2 (52-E) 2.~ I - sin2S cos 2(52-E) 

cosTB = _V;-'-'j3=C:::OS;:S=-=;:=,s=i=n=S;. ~s=in=( 5=2=-iE~) 
2 "I -sin

2
S cos

2 
(52-E) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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First cosine equation in 6 ABD gives 

This 

So: 

cosL = cosDB.cosAB + sinDB.sinAB COSA 

cosL = cos600.cos600 + sin600 sin600.cosA 

COSA a cosL - cos 260 

sin260 
= 4 (cosL - ±) = t (4cosL - I) 

sinA = ~1-cos2A = 

is also valid in 6 

COSA 4 cosL I 
= - -"3 3 

4 cosK I cosK = -
3 -- 3 

Y9-(4coSA-1)2 
3 

BCD. 

( I I ) sinA = .l~9-(4COsL-1)2 
- 3 

(13) sinK = .l~ 9-(4cosK-I) 2 
-- 3 

In 6 TBS the second cosine equation yields 

cosO = - COSA cosx + sinA sinX cosTB 

( II ) 

(12) 

(13 ) 

(14) 

I I ./,------:2:-£ cos8-sin8sin(52-s) 
~ = - 3(4coSL-I) (sinBcos(S2-s) + "31 9-(4coSL-I) --- 2 

The sine equation in 6 TBS results in: 

sin ST 
sin A = 

sin TB 
sino 

. ST sin TB sinA s l.n 51 • I"'t SLnu 

~(...;WL3::....:s~i;.:;n:::B...::.sL::;·n,,-,(>..::S~2,--.:::.Sf-) _+;.,:c=0:is:5:B;;) ;::A==~!;:i:9;;-~(4=C=0=S=L,--.:..1 )<-2 sinST = - - -
2 sino"l-sin2 Bcos2(52-s) 

and the second cosine equation: 

COSA = -cosO cosx + sino sinx cosST 

COSA + coso cosx cosST = ~~~~~~~.:::.-~ sino sinX 

~ (4cosL-I) + coso sinB cos(S2-s) 
cosST = ~--------~====~==~====~

sino " l-sin28 cos2(S2-e:) 

( 15) 
(16 ) 

(17) 

( 18) 
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In 6 BST the sine equation yields 

sin TS 
sinA 

sin BS ~ . BS sinTS sinx 
= sinX ~ S1n = sinA-

(..J'3 sinSsin(5Z-E:) + cosS)J~9-(4cOSL-I)Z 
sinBS -

- Zsina VI-sinZS cos2(5Z-E:) 

sinBS = £ sinS sin( 5Z-E:) + cosS 
Zsina 

and the second cosine equation: 

cosx = -cosA cosa + sinA sina cosBS 

cosBS = cosX + cosA cosa 
sinA sina 

cosBS = .::s~i.::n~S_c;:;;o::,;Sr-();.;5~Zi=-.. E::=)=+=-:i:; =( 4:iic~o~S:.:;L:..-..:I~).::c;:;;o;:;;sa:;. 
J "9-(4cosL-I)Z sina 

YI-sinzScOSZ(5Z-E:) 

J~9-(4COSL-I)Z 

(19) 

(ZO) 

sinSD = sin (BD-BS) = sin(60o-BS) = sin60ocosBS - cos60 sinBS 

sinSD = t~ cosBS - t sinBS 

.J3 sinS cos (5Z-E:) + J .J3 (4cosL-I) cosa _ S si. nS sin(5Z-E:)+cosS (ZI) 
sinSD = -----;:::;===:::::------..,. ~ 

Z/3 ~9-(4COSL-I)Z.sincr 

cosSD = cos(60o-BS) = cos60 cosBS + sin60 sinBS 

cosSD = t cosBS + t~ sinBS 

4sina 

cosSD = 
3sinS cos(5Z-E:) + (4cosL-I)cosa + ;:;;3;:;;s=in~S~s:.:;i:.:;n~(~5~Z~-=E:~)_+~~:.:;3~C~O~S~S 

J Z 4sina Z,9-(4coSL-I) sina 

The second cosine equation applied in 6 SDZ gives: 

coss = -cosa cosK + sina sinK cosSD 

and the sine equation in 6 SDZ: 

sinSD 
sins = sinSZ 

sinK 

(Z2) 

(Z3) 

(Z4) 
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cosSZ - ~ l-sin2SZ = ~ 1 
. 2SD . 2K Sln Sln 

sin2 z; 

sinRS • sin(RT+TS) = sinRT cosTS + cosRT 
cosRS = cos (RT+TS) = cosRT cosTS - sinRT 
cosRZ ;: cos(RS+SZ) = cosRS cosSZ - sinRS 

sinTS 

sinTS 

sinSZ 
cosRZ = cosRT cosTS cosSZ-sinTR sinTS cosSZ-sinRT 

-cosRT sinTS sinSZ 

Second cosine equation in 6 QRZ: 

cos~ • -cosZ; cosQRZ + sinz; sinQRZ cosRZ 

angle QRZ = 900 
+ cos~ = sinl; cosRZ 

co sTS s inSZ-

cos~ • (cosRT cosTS cosSZ sinz;)-(sinRT sinTS cosSZ sinZ;) + 

-(sinRT cosTS sinSZ sinZ;)-(cosRT sinTS sinSZ sinz;) 

(25) 

cos~ = term 1 - term 2 - term 3 - term 4. (26) 

,::C:!:O:!S.:.5:.2",=:co~s7-(t:5=2=-~e:~)...ijc=0=se:=+:;;:s;i~n;5;2:;:!.s.=;in~(~5~2:.:-:.:e:l term I • - x "I -sinze cosZ(52-e:) 
1 
3(4cosL-I) + cosa sinS cos (52-e:) 

x x 

sina ~ l-sin2S cos 2 (52-e:) 

J . 2 • 2SD . 2K x lSln Z; - Sln Sln. 

term 2 = 

x 

sin52.cosS.cos(52-e:) - cos52 sin(52-e:) x "I -sin
2
S coSZ(52-e:l 

(-{3 sinS sin(52-e:) - cose) t ~9-(4COSL-I)2 
2sina ~ J -sin2S co/(52-e:) x 

x ~sin2z; - sinSD sin2K. 

!s:..:i;!!n~5..:;2-pcO;s~S~C=0~SF(=5;2=-.e:~)-=c.o=s~5=2~s..:;i~n~52~-~e:~) x term 3 • -
1 - sin e cos (52-e:) 

t (4cosL-J) + cosa sine cos (52-e:) 
x =----, ___ ;;;;===;;=;===.--- x sinSD sinK. 

sina "I -sinte cos
2

(52-e:) 
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term 4 cos52 cos (52-c) cosS + sin52 sin (52-c) = x 
~I - sin2S cosZ(52-c) 

(..[3 sinS sin (52-c) + cosS)} ~9-(4cOSL-I)2 
x x sinSD sinK. 

2sinG ~ l-sinZS cos 2 (52-c) 

When we substitute in this long expression the equations for sinG (15), sins 

(24) and sinK (14), then cos~ is expressed in the parameters c, S, K and L. 
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Appendix 2. Hysteresis measurements 

The hysteresis of the pointing arrangement has been measured by means of an 

autocollimator and a mirror. These devices specially suitable for measuring 

very small angles very precisely. 

A telescope and a collimator may be pointed to each other very precisely. 

When the axes are not parallel a displacement "d" of the collimator mark over 

a distance of ~ x f is visible (Fig. 19a). 

For measuring only small angles the autocollimator is used which is a combination 

of a collimator and a telescope (Fig. 19.b). The cross mark is lightened for 

instance by means of a half reflecting little mirror and forms together with 

the objective a collimator. The measuring object is a mirror. 

After reflection the cross is projected again in a cross and its location is 

measured. The inaccuracy can be reduced until 0.2 angular seconds; the measuring 

range is than small e.g. 10 angular minutes. 

Because all the light beams between objective and mirror are parallel the 

distance between mirror and autocollimator is of no interest. 

The hysteresis measured on the Eindhoven antenna amounts O.S • 10-3 vertical 
-3 degrees and 2 . 10 horizontal degrees. 

telescope 

d 

L..----f---' 

4'> light source 

~-J\-
\l. 

~--------~V~----------~I 

autocollimator 

collimator 

\ ~ 

--

-
{ ---

a 

'-_-.,v,. ____ ..JJ 

mirror 

~ = 
0 

o 
a 

Fig. 19 

Fig. 19 
a) Telescope and collimator. The distance between them is not important: d = f.~ 
b) Autocollimator and mirror. The autocollimator combines a collimator and a 

telescope. 
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Photo 1 The 30 GHz Cassegrain antenna at Eindhoven University. 

Photo 2 Mount without parabolic reflector. In front hinge M. Down at the 

lead screws, the points A and B disappear behind the concrete 

pedestal. 



Photo 3 Back structure of the Eindhoven mount with two lead screws. 
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Fig. 1 ATS-6 satellite movements seen from Eindhoven 
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Fig. 2 The copolar and cross-polar radiation pattern of a reflector antenna 
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Fig. 3 

a. Spring mounted at radius L h. Spring mounted at radius L/2 

rigidity 
p . 'd' P c = - r~g~ ~ty c = 4 x x 
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Fig. 4 Translation of 0.14 millimetres to an angle of 0.007 degrees 
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Fig. 5 Possible configuration of an antenna mount 

ead sc an renna 

Fig. 6 Scetch of the kinematic construction of the antenna mount for ATS-6. 

AD and BC are the lead screws. AD growing longer forces the antenna 

to turn around axis BM. Elongation of BC generates a rotation of the 

antenna around DM. 
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Fig. 7 The globe with Eindhoven (B), satellite point (C), equator AC and 

meridian AB. The azimuth angle at the Eindhoven ground station is 
called q,. 

B 

Fig. 8 Cross section through Eindhoven (B), middle of the earth M and 

satellite. North and south pole are not in this plane.· 
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YO' .30 • 20' 10·. 10· 20· 
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Fig. 9 Several geostationary satellites as seen from Eindhoven, looking 

southwards. 
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Fig. 10 The Eindhoven antenna pointing southwards; elevation 31 degrees; 

i3 = 0; E: = 17
0
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~ ________ ~ ______ ~M WEST 

Fig. II The relation between the coordinates of the earth and azimuth and 

elevation of the reflector aperture plane. 

R 

NO TN 

Fig. 12 All points A, B, C •••• Z are lying on a sphere with centre M. The 

lines AD, BC etc. are arcs, being the projections of the straight 

lines AD, BC etc. 
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Fig. 13 ~ is the complement of the elevation W. 

I 
SoVTH 

EA,r 

Fig. 14 Azimuth ~ is related to the south, elevation W is related to the 

horizontal plane. 

AillC. 

KIItA,r. 

Fig, 15 The relation between the length of a lead screw and the arc 

projected on the ball surface of Fig. 12. 
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1ig. 16 The equatorial orbit and the reach of the antenna for S = 27 0 

and S = O. 
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Fig. 17 Schematic suggestion to modify the Eindhoven mount into the ideal 

mount configuration. 

reach 

I~ 
• 

Fig. 13 The antenna reach in the equatorial orbit. using the ideal mount 

configuration. 
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